PREFACE	XXIX
All about the Borgia quite truly will be known, some
day; and, in the interim, more profitable entertainment
may be gained by frankly and openly studying that swift
vivid violent age, when "the Pope was an Italian Despot
with sundry sacerdotal additions;" when "what Mill, in his
Essay on Liberty, desired,—what seems every day more
unattainable in modern life,—was enjoyed by the Italians;
there was no check to the growth of personality f no grind-
ing of men down to match the average"
"Amorist, agonist, man, that, incessantly toiling and striving,
"Snatches the glory of life only from love and from war-
that is the formula in which the Borgia best may find ex-
pression. For they, also, were human beings, who were
born, struggled through life, and died.
In this Ideal Content of the House of Borgia, there is
matter for a score of specialists. The present writer lays
no claim to any special knowledge whatever; although his
studies obviously have led him more in one direction than
in another. Curbed by his limitations, he makes no pre-
tensions to the discovery of new or striking facts: but he
humbly trusts that he has been enabled to throw new and
natural light on myths and legends, and to re-arrange
causes and events in a humanly probable sequence.
In dealing with circumstantial calumny, he has adopted
an unworn system; e.g., in the case of persons said to have
been raised to the purple in reward for criminal services.
Here, he furnishes complete lists of the persons raised to
the purple; and, when the names of those accused of crime
do not appear therein, he takes the fact as direct and posi-
tive refutation of the calumny.
Touching the matter of names and styles, he has made
an attempt to correct the slipshod and corrupt translations
of the same, which, at present, are the vogue. To allude

